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Abstract

People teaching an agent or robot might use the same methods that they use when tutoring a human student. Because teaching agents and robots is a central topic of this Ernst Strüngmann Forum, this chapter reviews research that characterizes human tutoring. Most of this research was done to improve the design of computer-based tutoring systems, which were assumed to be inferior to human tutors. However, it turns out that human tutors and a certain class of tutoring systems actually behave quite similarly, and their effectiveness is about the same. This chapter begins with a description of prototypical human tutoring behavior before discussing some common hypotheses about human tutoring behavior, which turn out to be unsupported by studies. It concludes with an attempt to synthesize these descriptions and apply them to the goals set forth at this Forum.

Introduction

Our discussion at this Ernst Strüngmann Forum focused both on a person teaching a bot (a robot, softbot, or agent) and a bot teaching a person. To understand both approaches, we need to have a general understanding of how a person behaves when teaching another person. Thus, in this chapter I review what is known about human–human tutoring.

I use the term “tutor” to refer to an adult domain expert who works with a single student, but note that in some literatures, “tutor” refers to someone working with a small group of students while in others, peer tutoring indicates a situation where one student teaches another. Here I review only studies where the tutors are adults who have expertise in the knowledge to be taught, and they are working one-on-one with a human student. This seems the most likely analogue to a human teaching a bot or a bot teaching a human. Further, I will discuss both expert and novice tutors. Both are domain experts, but an expert tutor has considerably more experience as a tutor than a novice.

I will refer only to studies that have sought general properties of human tutoring. These have appeared mostly in the cognitive science literature or in the intelligent tutoring systems literature. In contrast, many disciplines have studies that address the effectiveness of human tutoring compared to ordinary
instruction in that discipline (e.g., Bausell et al. 1972; Marston et al. 1995; Scruggs and Richter 1985; Shanahan 1998; Wasik 1998; Wasik and Slavin 1993) or the occurrence of discipline-specific tutor behaviors. As an example of the latter, Juel (1996) analyzed dialogues of human reading tutors to find out, among other things, how frequently they asked tutees to sound out words.

What do human tutors do? This very question requires a description as its answer. Although some of the research reported here formulates and tests specific hypotheses, most of the research is qualitative and descriptive. Thus, this review is qualitative and descriptive as well. I begin by describing, in broad strokes, what human tutors do. Thereafter I analyze what a few exceptional tutors sometimes do, but most tutors do not do, before comparing the effectiveness of human versus computer tutors. Finally, I attempt a synthesis of learning and tutoring, and speculate on its implications for instruction of bots.

A Prototypical Session with a Human Tutor

A prototypical tutoring session can be viewed as a setting in which participants work through a sequence of tasks. A task could be solving a problem, studying an example, or answering a question. A task could even involve the student reading a text, while the tutor watches and helps.

A key fact is that most human tutoring supplements classroom instruction. Because the tutees are also taking a course in school, the student’s teacher (i.e., not the tutor) usually determines the curriculum, so students often arrive at a tutoring session with a list of tasks to do (i.e., their homework) or a topic that requires further explanation. If they bring only a topic, then the tutor often selects tasks from a standard resource, such as a textbook, rather than inventing new tasks on the spot. In short, tutors prefer not to do on-the-spot instructional design, so they seldom invent new tasks. In this respect, human tutors play a very different role than a human instructing a bot. Presumably, bot instructors would need to invent their own tasks, because a school for bots with homework assignments seems highly unlikely!

Once the tasks to be accomplished during the session have been determined, the tutor takes control. After analyzing 72 one-hour tutoring sessions, Graesser et al. (1995:500) concluded that “the students never set the agenda for the tutoring session. Thus, the tutors carried the burden of setting the agenda, introducing subtopics, and proposing problems to solve.” Typically the tutor works through one task after another. What the tutor does during each task depends on the nature of the task. Let us consider several common tasks.

Reading

Let us assume that the student is asked to read a short text, such as a one-page description of mitosis. Although the tutor could stop the student after each
paragraph to ask questions (Chi et al. 1994), tutors typically let the student read silently until the end of the reading.

Answering Complex Questions

Now let us assume that the student is given a complex question to answer. Such questions are commonly assigned as homework. Tutors sometimes interrupt other tasks to ask the student complex questions. The students’ behavior appears to be similar regardless of whether the question is a task in itself or an interruption of a task.

Graesser et al. (1995) characterize human tutoring of such questions as exhibiting a five-step pattern:

1. The tutor asks the student an open-ended question, such as “What happens when a computer boots up?”
2. The student gives an initial answer: “It starts up the windows.”
3. The tutor gives some brief feedback: “Yes. Good.”
4. The tutor then conducts a subdialogue to extract a better answer from the student:
   - Tutor: “What is the software called that has those windows?”
   - Student: “Windows”
   - Tutor: “I meant the type of software.”
   - Student: “Do you mean operating system?”
   - Tutor: “Yes. So when you boot the computer, it starts the operating system. From where does it get the operating system?”
5. The tutor typically ends the dialogue with an evaluative comment or question:
   - “So do you understand ‘booting up’ now?”
   - Student: “Yes”

Although the five-step frame is common, novice tutors have a tendency to cut it short and replace step four with a brief lecture (Glass et al. 1999; Kim et al. 2005).

Studying Worked Examples

Studying a worked example (i.e., a multistep process needed to perform a task or solve a problem) is another task type. Consider the following example in physics:

Problem: Suppose a roller coaster is at rest on a track 200 meters above ground. The track tilts, and the coaster zooms down the first drop. Its descent is so steep and the wheels are so well lubricated that friction can be ignored. What is its speed when it reaches ground level?
Solution: This problem can be solved by applying conservation of mechanical energy.

At the start of the fall, the coaster’s mechanical energy is entirely gravitational potential energy, because its velocity is zero, so

\[ E_1 = m \times g \times h. \]

At the end of the fall, the coaster’s mechanical energy is entirely kinetic energy, so

\[ E_2 = m \times v^2. \]

By conservation of mechanical energy,

\[ E_1 = E_2 \]

so

\[ m \times g \times h = m \times v^2 \]
\[ g \times h = v^2 \]
\[ v = \sqrt{g \times h} = \sqrt{9.8 \times 200} = 44.7 \text{ m/sec}. \]

Each line in the solution can be considered a step in solving the problem. If students explain each line thoroughly, they will learn well from studying the example (Chi et al. 1989). Although human tutors can be taught to prompt for such explanations after each line, most prefer to lecture instead (Chi et al. 2001).

Solving Problems

Tutors often spend most of their time helping students solve multistep problems, like the physics problem explained above. Their behavior varies with the competence of the student in a pattern widely known as model-scaffold-fade (Collins et al. 1989). When students lack the competence to solve a problem themselves, then tutors “model” how to do it by executing all or most of the steps. As they do a step, tutors usually explain it and then ask: “Do you understand?”

Once students gain even a little competency, tutors will let them solve the problem while giving them several kinds of “scaffolding.” Forms of scaffolding include the following:

- The prompting of steps, especially difficult steps, through hints given before the student has even attempted to do the step. This is a natural means of scaffolding the task performance of bots.
- Giving feedback after a student’s initial try, by indicating whether the attempt was correct or incorrect. The tutor may elaborate on this feedback and explain why the attempt was correct or incorrect. When giving negative feedback, tutors seldom say “wrong” or some other explicit negation. Instead, they use circumlocutions or even just pause a
moment before starting in on an explanation (Fox 1991, 1993; Rose et al. 2003). This particular habit, of giving negative feedback in a subtle, face-saving way, may be problematic when humans tutor bots.

- Providing hints when the student asks for one, or when it appears that the student is struggling to enter a step but has not yet asked for a hint.
- Asking students open-ended questions. Here a tutor might ask the student to explain a correct step or a concept related to it. In one study of tutored problem solving, 18% of the tutor turns were open-ended questions (Rose et al. 2003).

As students gain competence, the tutor removes or “fades” the scaffolding. Prompting is often the first form of scaffolding to disappear, but feedback may be withdrawn as well. Tutors can often determine, after just a few minutes of tutoring, how much scaffolding their tutee needs (Siler and VanLehn 2015).

When a problem is finished, tutors will sometimes review the solution with the student (Cho et al. 2000; Katz et al. 2003). For instance, if the student makes an incorrect step during the tutoring session, and the tutor believes it was due to a serious misunderstanding, the tutor may simply correct the step for the student and then, during the post-solution review, discuss the step and the misunderstanding.

Novice and expert human tutors vary in how they tutor. Novices tend to do more modeling (explaining) whereas experts tend to let the student do as much of the work as possible (Glass et al. 1999; Wood et al. 1976). Novice tutors sometimes give too much prompting, which reduces errors and learning (Kim et al. 2005; VanLehn et al. 2003).

What Human Tutors Seldom Do

The behaviors described above strike many people, including some participants at this Forum, as surprisingly mundane. People often think that human tutors engage in much more sophisticated behaviors, such as the ones listed below. Although at least a few tutors performed as hypothesized, research has shown that their behavior was not common enough to account for the effectiveness of human tutoring.

Detailed Diagnostic Assessments

In a few early studies of human tutoring (Collins 1977; Stevens and Collins 1977; Stevens et al. 1979), tutors debugged students. These studies involved tutors who went through a script that asked the student about the causes of heavy rainfall in various parts of the world. When a tutor uncovered a student’s misunderstanding, the tutor conducted a misconception-specific subdialogue that resulted in removal of the misconception. This tutoring strategy is often
called “diagnose and remediate.” This strategy, however, appears to be uncommon, and is perhaps even unique to inquiry instruction, which is the instructional technique studied by Collins and Stevens. Let us consider, in turn, diagnosis remediation.

Although human tutors in other domains usually know which correct knowledge components their tutees have not yet mastered, tutors rarely know about their tutees’ misconceptions, false beliefs, and buggy skills (Chi et al. 2004; Jeong et al. 1997; Putnam 1987). Moreover, human tutors rarely ask questions that could diagnose a student’s specific misconception (McArthur et al. 1990; Putnam 1987). Thus, although tutors can try to uncover misconceptions, they rarely do so, and thus rarely know what misconceptions their tutees harbor.

Several studies asked whether human tutors could remediate when given a diagnosis. When human tutors were told which correct knowledge components were not yet mastered by their tutees, their behavior changed and their tutoring became more effective (Wittwer et al. 2010). On the other hand, tutors typically do not change their behavior nor become more effective when given detailed diagnostic information about their tutee’s misconceptions, bugs, and false beliefs (Sleeman et al. 1989). Siler and VanLehn (2015) found that human tutors who worked with the same student for an extended period, and could thus diagnose their tutee’s strengths, weaknesses, and preferences, were not more effective than when they rotated and had little familiarity with their tutees.

Human tutors do not seem to infer an assessment of their tutee that includes misconceptions, bugs, or false beliefs, nor do they seem to be able to use such an assessment when it is given to them. Instead, they often infer an assessment of which correct conceptions, skills, and beliefs the student has not yet mastered, and are able to use such an assessment when it is given to them. In short, tutors attempt to fill in the missing correct knowledge of their tutees, but do not attempt to remove their incorrect “knowledge.” In this respect, human tutors operate just like computer tutors that use an overlay model of the student, where the overlay model represents only the presence or absence of correct knowledge (VanLehn 1988, 2008).

Adaptive Task Selection

Another hypothesis is that human tutors select tasks adaptively. That is, they give the student a task that is just what that student needs at that time. Studies suggest, however, that when human tutors are not working off a set of tasks brought to the tutoring session by their tutee, the human tutors select tasks using a curriculum script, which is a sequence of tasks ordered from simple to difficult (Chi et al. 2008; Graesser et al. 1995; Putnam 1987). Human tutors use their assessment of the student’s mastery of correct knowledge to regulate how fast they move through the curriculum script. For example, tutors typically move to the next problem type after students correctly answered two or three problems of the current type (Putnam 1987).
Sophisticated Tutorial Strategies

A common early belief was that the power of human tutoring lay in their use of sophisticated strategies, such as Socratic irony (Collins and Stevens 1982), wherein students who give an incorrect answer are led to see that their answer entails an absurd conclusion. Other sophisticated strategies include reciprocal teaching (Palinscar and Brown 1984), inquiry (Collins and Stevens 1982), or authentic anchored cases (Goldman et al. 1993).

Studies of human tutors in many task domains with many degrees of expertise indicate, however, that these sophisticated strategies are rarely used (Cade et al. 2008; Chi et al. 2001; Cho et al. 2000; Core et al. 2003; Evens and Michael 2006; Fox 1991, 1993; Frederiksen et al. 2000; Graesser et al. 1995; Hume et al. 1996; Katz et al. 2003; McArthur et al. 1990; Merrill et al. 1995; Merrill et al. 1992; Ohlsson et al. 2007; VanLehn 1999; VanLehn et al. 2003).

A related belief is that human tutors sometimes let students make mistakes so that the students can practice finding them. However, tutors rarely let this happen (Fox 1991, 1993; Frederiksen et al. 2000; Merrill et al. 1995). If they ignore a student’s error, it is often because the error is trivial and would have no impact on subsequent problem solving (Merrill et al. 1995).

These are statements about frequency and not about capability. For instance, from the Collins and Stevens (1982) studies it is clear that human tutors can, and sometimes do, use sophisticated strategies. Chase et al. (in prep.) gave human tutors the job of scaffolding an invention task and observed that they frequently employed more sophisticated tutoring practices than typical tutors. The demands of the task may have a large impact on the type of tutoring observed.

Questions Asked by Students

Human tutoring allows mixed initiative dialogues, as students can ask questions or even change the topic. This contrasts with most computer-based tutoring systems, where student initiative is highly constrained. For instance, although students can ask a typical tutoring system for help on a step, they are not able to ask other questions, nor can they cause the tutor to veer from solving the problem. On the other hand, students are free to ask any question of human tutors and to negotiate topic changes with the tutor.

Analyses of human tutorial dialogues show that although students take this initiative more often than they do in classroom settings, the frequency is still low (Chi et al. 2001; Core et al. 2003; Graesser et al. 1995). For instance, Shah et al. (2002) found only 146 student initiatives in 28 hours of typed human tutoring (i.e., tutor and student communicated over a chat connection), and in 37% of these 146 instances, students were simply asking the tutor whether their statement was correct (e.g., by ending their statement with “right?”) or establishing common ground (e.g., “Did you mean condition two?”). That is,
there were about 3.3 nontrivial student questions per hour. Participants were medical students being tutored as part of a high-stakes physiology course, so apathy is not a likely explanation for this low rate. With high school and undergraduate students, Graesser et al. (1995) found that 71% of the student questions were trivial, so there were only 7.7 nontrivial questions per hour. In short, even though students can ask nontrivial questions of human tutors, they seldom do.

**Motivational Comments**

Human tutoring is often believed to increase the motivation of students. Episodes of tutoring that aim to increase students’ motivation certainly do occur in human tutoring (Cordova and Lepper 1996; Lepper and Woolverton 2002; Lepper et al. 1993; McArthur et al. 1990), but their effect on student learning is unclear.

For instance, consider praise, which Lepper et al. (1993) identified as a key tutorial tactic for increasing motivation. One might think that a human tutor’s praise increases motivation, which increases engagement, which increases learning. However, the effect of human tutors’ praise on tutees is actually quite complex (Boyer et al. 2008; Henderlong and Lepper 2002). In Kluger and DeNisi’s (1996) meta-analysis of hundreds of feedback interventions, praise had a small negative effect ($d = -0.17$). Kluger and DeNisi (1996:275) conclude:

> The debilitating effects of praise on performance received some direct experimental support both in the laboratory and in the field and were explained, respectively, by a model of self-attention (Baumeister et al. 1990) and by control theory (Waldersee and Luthans 1994). These findings are also consistent with a review of field studies (many of which did not qualify for the meta-analysis) that concluded that “praise may not be widely effective as a reinforcer.”

There are many interventions that increase motivation, such as convincing students that their intelligence is malleable rather than fixed (Dweck 1986). The effects are often quite large compared to the brevity of the intervention (Lazowski and Hulleman 2016). However, most of these studies involve interventions with large groups of students, such as a whole class. It is unclear what the impacts would be if these interventions were implemented by human tutors (or computer tutors). This is clearly an area where more research is needed.

**Habits of Tutors That Bots Should Be Designed to Handle**

Human tutors, especially novice human tutors (Glass et al. 1999), utilize certain habitual dialogue to support the self-monitoring and self-correction processes in a student. Looking toward future encounters between a human tutor and a bot, designers need to be aware of this and reflect it in the design of bots.
**Self-Monitoring: “Do You Understand?”**

Tutors often ask students: “Do you understand?” Such questions often occur at the end of the five-step frame (see above), when students have finished a reading, or when they have finished studying an example (Glass et al. 1999; Graesser et al. 1995).

A student’s answer reflects their ability to monitor their own understanding (self-monitoring). Chi et al. (1989) divided their students into Good and Poor, based on learning gains, and found that while the self-monitoring statements of Good students were 45% negative and 54% positive, the self-monitoring statements of Poor students were 15% negative and 85% positive. This suggests that the Good students were good at self-monitoring and thus accurate at reporting their degree of understanding, but that the Poor students were not good at self-monitoring and their default was to assume that they understood. Graesser et al. (1995) found the same pattern when self-monitoring statements were elicited by the tutor’s question. These findings reflect the general challenge that many learners have with self-monitoring (Glenburg et al. 1982).

Because bots are likely to get such questions from tutors, they should have good self-monitoring capabilities. Moreover, they should be able to act like Chi et al.’s (1989) Good students, whose negative self-monitoring statements were quite specific (e.g., “I’m wondering whether there should be acceleration due to gravity?”) compared to the Poor student’s self-monitoring statements (e.g., “What should I do now?”).

**Negative Feedback That Saves Face and Encourages Self-Correction**

Although human tutors are quite accurate at spotting errors in the students’ work (Evens and Michael 2006; Merrill et al. 1995), they often will not give explicit negative feedback. For example, Graesser et al. (1995) found that tutors directly acknowledged student errors only 24% of the time. Fox (1993) and Lepper et al. (1993) found that human tutors prefer dialogue filled with pauses, prompts, and questions which encourage the student to notice and repair the error themselves. In addition to giving the student practice in self-correction, they hypothesized that the circumlocutions minimize the impact of negative feedback on motivation and allow the student to “save face.”

Merrill et al. (1995) found that the proportion of explicit versus implicit negative feedback depended on the type of error. If the error was clearly an unintentional slip, such as a typo, and the students did not themselves detect it, then the tutor explicitly indicated the correction. If, however, the error was plausibly due to a misunderstanding or lack of domain knowledge, then the tutor often used more indirect dialogue to allow the student to do as much of the error detection and correction process as possible.

This is not to say that human tutors fail to give negative feedback. McArthur et al. (1990) found that every error was followed by some kind of remedial
dialogue. Merrill et al. (1995) found that 95% of student errors which were not immediately caught by the student were followed by some kind of remedial dialogue by the tutor.

Looking toward human tutor–bot interactions, a bot can count on human tutors giving negative feedback on almost every error, but the way in which tutors give the negative feedback might make it hard for a bot to recognize it as such.

The Effectiveness of Human Tutors

It is often thought that human tutors are the most effective form of instruction on the planet. For instance, Bloom (1984) claimed that human tutors produced a two-standard deviation effect size, which is extremely large. However, a review of experiments comparing human tutors with computer tutors suggests that human tutors are only slightly more effective than step-based tutoring systems (VanLehn 2011); that is, tutoring systems which can give feedback and hints after each step in the student’s problem solving. Both human tutors and step-based tutors were around 0.75 standard deviations more effective than no tutoring.

Discussion

So much research has been done on human learning, tutoring, and instruction that it is easy to lose track of the bigger picture. Here, I will summarize my “big picture.” I include the four most important factors that affect, in my opinion, human learning from instruction, and then use them to explain why human and computer tutoring are so effective. Finally, some implications are considered for instruction in the context of interactive task learning.

The “Big Four” Factors Affecting Human Learning

The first of the “big four,” engagement, is arguably the most important factor when explaining the success or failure of students in classroom instruction. In laboratory studies, students are almost always engaged in doing the tasks assigned to them, but in classrooms, students often disengage and “go off task.”

The second most important factor concerns the qualitative nature of the learning curve. A learning curve is a quantitative display of students’ progress in learning a specific piece of knowledge. The horizontal axis corresponds to the episodes where the student tried to apply that piece of knowledge. The vertical axis is either the error probability or the duration of the episode. The curve descends in a logarithmic or power-law shape. That is, as people practice the same thing over and over, their errors decrease and their speed increases. However, learning curves only look nice and smooth when they represent
averages over hundreds of students. The errors and durations of a single student’s episodes are hardly smooth. This is because students’ behavior and thinking varies qualitatively as they practice. Many theorists like to use the following stages as an approximation of the qualitative changes that underpin the learning curve (Anderson 1982; Fitts and Posner 1967; Koedinger et al. 2012; VanLehn 1996):

- **Sense making**: During the initial phase, students are just trying to understand information presented to them about the target knowledge. During the first attempt to apply the target knowledge, they might have to refer back to the text or example that comprised their original instruction. They may also need help in finding out what they need to know or in interpreting it. Such an episode can take minutes. If the second attempt immediately follows the first and the task is almost the same, then the episode might go quickly and smoothly, but the result may be incorrect. There is high variability in errors and duration during the sense-making phase.

- **Refinement**: During the middle phase, students understand the core or basic elements of the target knowledge, so their learning covers the fine points, or what programmers call “corner cases.” Thus, students make errors and struggle on unusual tasks, but perform smoothly and rapidly on tasks that are similar to those previously experienced. Variability in errors and duration is less in the refinement phase than the sense-making phase.

- **Fluency building**: During the final phase, students fully understand the target knowledge, so their errors are only unintentional ones. As they practice, the probability of such slips decreases and their performance speed increases.

Different theorists have used different terms to describe these stages; the terms above are from Koedinger et al. (2012). The important point is that the cognitive and overt behavior of learners changes qualitatively as they practice. Instruction that is optimal at one time may not be optimal at a different time. This explains why model-scaffold-fade is so popular and effective. It is an effective way to make instruction adaptive.

The third important factor in human learning is the type of behavior students engage in when learning a task, well captured by the ICAP framework (Chi 2009; Chi and Wylie 2014; Fonseca and Chi 2011; Menekse et al. 2013). The acronym stands for four types of student behavior, listed below from least to most effective:

- **Passive**: The student is paying attention to the instruction, but does not move or do anything overtly.
- **Active**: In addition to paying attention to the instruction, the student is displaying overt (visible) behavior that suggests she is evaluating and
selecting portions of the information presented. Highlighting phrases in text, taking verbatim notes during a lecture, or answering multiple-choice questions are often active student behaviors.

• **Constructive:** To qualify as behaving constructively, students must generate information that is not contained in the instruction. That is, they are constructing/generating new information (e.g., inferences, examples, judgments).

• **Interactive:** This type of behavior occurs only when two or more students are working together; it is not an individual behavior. Interactive students are co-constructive. That is, both students are constructive but, critically, each student’s construction builds upon the information that their partner generated.

The ICAP framework aptly predicts learning gains during the sense-making phase of learning and perhaps also during the refinement phase. However, it probably does not make the right predictions for fluency building. ICAP is also ordered by learning gains, not by duration. Passive activities generally go faster than the others. Interactive activities are probably the slowest, given that all four types of activity “cover” the same knowledge. Thus, for the very first exposure of students to a piece of knowledge, a passive activity might be a better choice than an interactive one just because it takes less time. Thus, ICAP may often be compatible with model-scaffold-fade. Although ICAP is a classification of student behavior, it is often used to classify instructional tasks. Thus, for example, a task is classified as interactive if the instructions for doing the task ask that students behave interactively. This does not mean that all students will behave interactively, which brings us to the last major factor.

The fourth major factor influencing human learning is feedback that compares the student’s actual behavior to the desired ICAP behavior, pointing out discrepancies and suggesting ways to improve the student’s behavior (Hattie and Timperley 2007; Narciss 2007; Shute 2008; VanLehn 2016). The feedback may be immediate or delayed, and it might be given directly to the student or conveyed via a teacher. The feedback might come from the task itself, as students discover what doesn’t work or uncover contradictions in their beliefs.

Another type of feedback, although it is not usually recognized as such, is deciding when a student has passed a module, a course, or a grade level based on assessing the student’s competence. When this feedback loop is applied to modules or units of a course it is called “move on when ready,” “gated instruction,” or “mastery learning” (Bloom 1984). Such feedback is another way in which instruction can be adaptive.

**What Makes Tutoring Effective**

Tutoring is effective because it addresses each of the “big four” factors listed above:
What Do Human Tutors Do?

- Tutors (especially human tutors) keep students engaged.
- Tutors can determine from the student’s behavior where they are located on the learning curve for each piece of target knowledge.
- Tutors can modify episodes within a task along the ICAP dimension so that the episode becomes appropriate for the students’ position along the learning curve. For instance, if the tutor determines that a piece of target knowledge is completely unfamiliar to the student, the tutor may explain it to the student rather than watch silently as the student tries to construct it for themselves.
- Tutors can provide feedback that helps students approach optimal behavior for the task. During the refinement and fluency phases, tutors can encourage students to take over the feedback loop and self-regulate their behavior. Tutors that are allowed to control when a student passes a module can use mastery learning so that students move on to the next modules only when they have achieved mastery of the current module.

Implications for Teaching Bots

Discussions at this Forum usually assumed that someone instructing a bot would first explain how to do a task, then monitor the bot’s initial performance of the task, and help the bot debug itself if there were errors. How well this works depends on both the human instructor and the bot. The discussion above suggests what our expectations of humans should be for each phase:

- **Initial explanation**: Human tutors love to give explanations, but human students rarely master a concept or skill from just an explanation, so it is appropriate to assume that bots will probably need all three stages (i.e., initial explanation, monitoring, and debugging) to master new knowledge. It is worth pointing out that some people think that if they explain something very clearly to students, then the students will understand it perfectly and that will suffice. Even professors who have been lecturing for years harbor this belief. Such people may become frustrated if the bot makes mistakes or asks for clarifications even after receiving a “perfectly clear” initial explanation.
- **Monitoring performances**: Human tutors are quite good at comparing a student’s performance to what they would do in the same situation and spotting differences. They almost always give negative feedback but sometimes in an implicit way, which makes it hard for a learner to recognize that an error has been made.
- **Debugging**: Human tutors and learners are not good at debugging. Tutors are not good at asking diagnostic questions, nor are they able to use diagnostic information when it is given to them. Students, especially poor learners, often do not know when they fail to understand. Students seldom ask nontrivial questions that might help them debug
their knowledge. Instead, when errors occur, the tutor simply teaches the correct knowledge again, and this seems to suffice for most students (Sleeman et al. 1989).

The strength of human tutoring lies in monitoring learners. Bots can trust their human tutors to point out errors, albeit in an oblique way sometimes. Since human tutors are not good at debugging, the bot may need to invent its own test cases or deep questions, and use them to infer on its own how to fix the errors pointed out by the tutor.

Humans can do this as well, and this behavior is referred to as self-regulated learning (Zimmerman 2008). Self-regulated learners constantly test their performance against desired performance, note discrepancies, and correct their errors. In the expert-novice literature, this is often called deliberate practice (Ericsson and Lehmann 1996). This is the kind of student that every tutor would be proud to teach because the tutor merely has to point out the occasional failure to exhibit perfect performance, and the student does the rest. If future ITL systems are designed for deliberate practice, tutoring bots may turn out to be infinitely more satisfying than tutoring humans.
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